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Q. If someone can use a Recon 1 card as an Air 
Power, can the other player Counter Attack the 
effect or just the card?
A. The rule is that a Counter Attack is only allowed 
to counter the card. If, however, a player can use the 
card being countered for a different purpose (Recon 
1 used as an Air Power for example) he is still 
allowed to choose the special ability instead of using 
it as a Recon 1.

Q. If I can use the Recon 1 card as an Air Strike or 
an Air Power card (under the Blitz Rules, for 
example), do I still get to draw the extra card? 
A. No. You play it EXACTLY like an Air Power or 
Air Strike, so you do not get the 2 cards draw.

VIII. COMMAND FAQ
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Q. When you play Overlord scenarios, what is your favorite role to play?
A. Well, I always play as Commander in Chief, but actually I have no choice, because my 
friends always say, "You're from Days of Wonder, so you know the game better than 
anyone else: you're going to be our CiC". :D
! » Antoine Prono  〈Days of Wonder Editorial & Production Assistant〉

Q. With the Armor Assault card (which gives Armor units 1 additional die 
when it Close Assaults), if an Armor unit successfully Overruns, leading to a 
second Close Assault, does the Armor unit still get the extra die in the Overrun 
attack?
A. Yes.

Q. With Armor Assault, do Armor units have an additional die during their 
Armor Overrun if attacking enemy units that are not adjacent?
A. No. Armor does not receive the additional die if they are attacking units that 
are not adjacent on the Armor Overrun. 

Q. The Armor Assault card states that if you do not have a unit of a specific 
type, you may order a unit of your choice. Does it mean that I can order any 
unit and give it any order I want, or does it mean that I can choose any unit 
and apply the card's effect on it?
A. You may not apply the cardʼs effect. The card simply allows you to order 
any other unit on the battlefield and nothing more.

Q. When you Counter-Attack a Recon 1 card, may you draw two cards?
A. Yes, as long as you Countered the Recon function of the card. The entire 
effect is duplicated, including the draw 2 cards, discard 1.

Q. When Countering an opponent's Air Sortie played in conjunction with a 
Section card, the Counter-Attack only Counters my opponent's Section 
card, not the Air Sortie he played along with it (Air Pack rules p. 4). But 
what if I have an Air Sortie card in front of me: May I play it along with my 
Counter-Attack on the Section card just played?
A. Yes, you may.

Q. Can a player Counter-Attack an Ambush card?
A. No.

Q. Can you use a Counter-Attack card on a Counter-Attack card?
A. Yes. 

Q. How can players remember what to Counter-Attack?
A. Players should remember: You ALWAYS Counter the card only. In effect, you are simply playing the same card as your 
opponent. (I actually have seen players take the card just played by the opponent and place the Counter-Attack on the 
discard pile, although Section cards order units in the same section as your opponent.) You can do anything you would 
normally be able to do with that card (e.g. use a Recon 1 card as Air Power for the Axis player when Blitz Rules are in effect).
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Q. The Move Out card states that if you do not have a unit of a specific type, 
you may order a unit of your choice. Does it mean that I can order any unit 
and give it any order I want, or does it mean that I can choose any unit and 
apply the card's effect on it?
A. You may not apply the cardʼs effect. The card simply allows you to order 
any other unit on the battlefield and nothing more.

Q. Are there any rules you have to look up on a regular basis?A. When I host a game of Memoir, I usually give a brief review of any special expansion rules, unusual terrain rules or scenario specific rules prior to the start of the battle, which certainly helps me and the other players remember minor rules and also eliminates most rule questions.! !
! » Richard Borg  〈Designer of Memoir ’44〉

Q. If you use Infantry Assault in a section with no Infantry units, can it order 
one unit in that section?
A. No. The Infantry Assault card states, if you do not command any Infantry 
units, issue an order to 1 unit of your choice. If you command an Infantry unit  
in any section of the battlefield you may not choose to order 1 unit of your 
choice.

Q. The Infantry Assault card states that if you do not have a unit of a 
specific type, you may order a unit of your choice. Does it mean that I can 
order any unit and give it any order I want, or does it mean that I can choose 
any unit and apply the card's effect on it?
A. You may not apply the cardʼs effect. The card simply allows you to order 
any other unit on the battlefield and nothing more.

Q. How should Infantry moving along roads, and ordered with the Infantry 
Assault card be played?

A. If the Infantry start on a road and stay on the road for the entire move, hereʼs how it should be played:


Note: When ordering Cavalry or Ski Troops with an Infantry Assault card, they may move 4 hexes and battle. The Infantry 
Assault card does not limit their movement.

 » Standard Infantry - 3 hexes and battle, 4 hexes no battle
 » Specialized Infantry (Elite, Rangers, Commandos) - 3 hexes and battle, 4 hexes no battle
 » French Resistance Infantry - 3 hexes and battle, 4 hexes no battle
 » Combat Engineers - 3 hexes and battle, 4 hexes no battle
 » Sniper - 3 hexes and battle, 4 hexes no battle
 » Cavalry - 4 hexes and battle
 » Ski Troops - 4 hexes and battle
 » Japanese Infantry - 3 hexes and battle, 4 hexes no battle
 » US Marine Infantry - 3 hexes and battle, 4 hexes no battle
 » Supply Trucks - 4 hexes, trucks may not battle

Examples:
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Q. Can a unit finish the attack after an Ambush, when a Flag is rolled during the Ambush?
A. Normally the answer is no, because when a unit moves out of the original hex on a retreat it may not 
finish the attack, even if it would move back towards its baseline and is still adjacent to the enemy unit that 
did the Ambush. However, if the unit being Ambushed must retreat but its retreat path is blocked, it must 
lose one figure for each retreat move it cannot complete and because the unit did not move from the hex it 
was in, it may attack normally.

Q. When I play the Ambush card, do I get to Ambush every close assault during that turn?
A. No. The Ambush card is only for a single attack, so hold the card until the attack you want to Ambush 
is declared.

Q. Can a player Counter Attack an Ambush card?
A. No.

Q. Does the Ambush card allow the Ambushing unit to advance if the target is forced to retreat or is 
eliminated?

A. No. Only when an ordered unit in Close Assault Combat eliminates the enemy unit or forces it to retreat, may it Take 
Ground. The key word here is ordered. Only the player taking his turn (ordering units) may Take Ground during his turn. The 
Ambush card is a reaction play when an opponent declares a Close Assault, and therefore the unit doing the Ambush may 
not Take Ground if the opposition is eliminated or retreats.

Q. Who do you normally play Memoir ’44 with?

A. I am a very lucky gamer because I have a great group of friends in the Orlando, Florida 

area that game. We normally play three-on-three even for our standard size Memoir battles. 

The Field General in the center hands out the Command cards, but normally receives plenty 

of advice from his left and right wing Commanders before he decides on a card to play.

! ! » Richard Borg  〈Designer of Memoir ’44〉

Q. The Artillery Bombard card states that if you do not have a unit of a specific type, you may order a unit 
of your choice. Does it mean that I can order any unit and give it any order I want, or does it mean that I can 
choose any unit and apply the card's effect on it?
A. You may not apply the cardʼs effect. The card simply allows you to order any other unit on the battlefield 
and nothing more.

Q. For the purposes of the Artillery Bombard card, is a Destroyer considered Artillery?
 A. No. Note: The only time a Destroyer could be ordered with this card is if you have no Artillery units and 
you use the “issue an order to 1 unit of your choice” feature. The Destroyer would not enjoy the cardʼs effect.

Q. If I choose to move my Artillery with this card instead of battling, does it get to ignore terrain restrictions?
A. No.

Q. If I choose to fire my Artillery, can it attack one unit and change to a different target on its second attack?
A. Yes. Resolve one attack before making the second attack. It is also important to note that if multiple 
Artillery units are ordered by the Artillery Bombard card, both attacks from one unit must be completed 
before the next unit may battle.
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Q. Iʼve heard that there are two versions of Behind Enemy Lines. Which one is the correct wording?
A. The correct card is the one pictured here and can be found in the Official Cards Compendium at www.memoir44.com. 
Your card should read: “Issue an order to 1 INFANTRY unit. Unit may move up to 3 hexes. Unit may battle with 1 
additional die, then move again up to 3 hexes. Terrain movement restrictions are ignored. Terrain battle restrictions still 
apply. If you do not command any Infantry units, issue an order to 1 unit of your choice.” The correct card is also 
available as part of the “Sword of Stalingrad” Battle Map expansion.

Q. What does it cost to move onto a terrain hex that normally costs more than 1 hex of movement when a unit is ordered 
by Behind Enemy Lines?
A. Terrain features that cost more than 1 movement only cost 1 move when an Infantry unit is ordered with the Behind 
Enemy Lines card. An example of this is the Omaha Beach scenario, where moving up a bluff for an Infantry unit from 
the beach is a 2 hex movement. Moving up or down the bluff when ordered with the Behind Enemy Lines card will only 
cost 1 move for the Infantry unit.

Q. The card states “terrain battle restrictions still apply”. Does that mean that dice penalties still apply for battling into or 
out of terrain, or does it mean that the Infantry canʼt battle if it lands on terrain that prevents battling when it is first 
entered?
A. The Infantry unit cannot attack if it ends its first half of movement on a hex that prevents battling (Forest, Town, 

Hedgerow, etc). If the ordered Infantry can attack, Terrain battle restrictions for the target unit are still taken into account. If the attacking 
Infantry ends the first part of its move on Wire, it has a -1 attacking roll because the battle restriction still applies.

Q. If the Infantry attack is successful with Behind Enemy Lines, may it Take Ground before taking its second movement?
A. Yes, and then it can take its remaining 3 hexes of movement. This effectively could allow an Infantry unit to move 7 total hexes.

Q. When using Behind Enemy Lines, does moving through a cave hex count as one hex and allow the Japanese Infantry unit to move two 
more hexes before battling?
A. No. Moving from one cave hex to another empty cave hex is the unitʼs entire movement for the turn. The Japanese Infantry unit can still 
battle but may not move another three hexes.

Q. When playing with the Marine Corps Command Rules, does the Behind Enemy Lines card order two Infantry units?
A. Yes. Note: The two Marine units are ordered one after the other, following the sequence on page 6 of the core rules. For more information 
on this situation, look under the US Marine Corps section of the FAQ (above).

The following is a summary of Infantry movement when it is ordered by the Behind Enemy Lines card:

Q. So basically, an Infantry unit is allowed to go anywhere it could legally go in 6 one-hex movements, but all at once?
A. Yes. Note: After moving 3 hexes, the unit may battle before moving the second 3 hexes, but doesnʼt have to.

Q. The Behind Enemy Lines card states that if you do not have a unit of a specific type, you may order a unit of your choice. Does it mean 
that I can order any unit and give it any order I want, or does it mean that I can choose any unit and apply the card's effect on it?
A. You may not apply the cardʼs effect. The card simply allows you to order any other unit on the battlefield and nothing more.

Q. When ordered by the Behind Enemy Lines card, if an Infantry unit moves three hexes into a Jungle hex, may it battle?
A. No. Units must start in a hex adjacent to a Jungle hex to move onto the Jungle hex and still battle.

 » Forests - unit that enters a Forest hex is not forced to stop.
 » Jungles - unit that enters a Jungle hex is not forced to stop.
 » Hedgerows - to enter a Hedgerow hex the unit does not have to start in an adjacent hex. Unit that enters a 
    Hedgerow hex is not forced to stop and may move further than an adjacent hex.
 » Towns - unit that enters a Town hex is not forced to stop.
 » Landmarks - unit that enters a Landmarks hex is not forced to stop.
 » City Ruins - unit that enters a City Ruins hex is not forced to stop.
 » Oasis - unit that enters an Oasis hex is not forced to stop.
 » Oceans - a unit that moves onto an Ocean hex, movement is not restricted to 1 hex.
 » Beaches - a unit that moves onto a Beach hex, movement is not restricted to 2 hexes.
 » Trenches - unit that enters a Trench hex is not forced to stop.
 » Wire - unit that enters a hex with Wire is not forced to stop.
 » Minefields - unit that enters a hex with a Minefield is not forced to stop and the Mine does not detonate.
 » Marshes - unit that enters or exits a Marsh hex is not forced to stop.
 » Roads - a unit that starts on a Road hex and remains on a road the whole turn may move 1 additional hex.
 » River - A River is impassable terrain. A unit ordered by the Behind Enemy Lines card may not move onto or cross 
    a River terrain hex.
 » River Ford - unit that enters a River Ford hex is not forced to stop.
 » Flooded Fields - unit that enters or exits a Flooded Fields hex is not forced to stop.
 » Frozen River - unit that enters a Frozen River hex is not forced to stop and no dice are rolled.
 » Units - a unit ordered by the Behind Enemy Lines card may not move onto or through a hex occupied by a 
    friendly or enemy unit.
 » Impassable Terrain - a unit ordered by the Behind Enemy Lines card may not move onto or through an 
    impassable terrain hex.

Examples:

http://www.memoir44.com
http://www.memoir44.com
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Q. When playing the Firefight card, units get an additional die. Does this means that Infantry can fire at "4, 3, 
2, 1" or do they fire at "4, 3, 2"?
A.  As the card states, roll 1 additional die. The firing range is not extended, and because you cannot Close 
Assault with the Firefight card, the Infantry would battle: "0, 3, 2".

Q. If a unit is ordered with Firefight, but the target unit is forced to retreat from a different attack and ends up  
adjacent to the unit before it was able to attack, is the unit still allowed to attack since it was ordered before 
they were adjacent? 
A. No. A unit that is ordered using Firefight may never target an adjacent enemy unit. The player loses that 
order.

Q. When the Close Assault card is played and a unit retreats, which puts it next to a unit that originally was 
not adjacent when the order was issued, can it battle?
A. No. Only units adjacent when the card is played are issued orders. If you have a lot of units being ordered 
with the Close Assault card, you may want to mark all the units you order prior to any attacks to avoid 
confusion.

Q. When playing the Close Assault card, can a unit designated to Close Assault still fire if the unit he was to 
Close Assault is no longer adjacent to him?
A. No. Ordered units may only Close Assault.

Q. After a successful Armor attack using the Close Assault card, that results in the destruction or retreat of 
the target, can the unit Armor Overrun with the extra die if it is still attacking an adjacent unit? 
A. No. Units ONLY get the extra die for the initial attack. After eliminating a unit or forcing a retreat, Armor 
units can do a normal Armor Overrun (no extra die) or attack a distant unit if there are no adjacent targets.

Q. On Close Assault, if my ordered unit A was next to enemy B, and enemy C is forced to retreat next to my 
unit A, may my unit A attack enemy C?
A. Yes. The important point in this example is that unit A was already ordered by the Close Assault Command 
card and when unit A is going to battle it may choose enemy unit B or C to Close Assault.

Q. Are there any restrictions to placing sandbags?
A. Sandbags may be placed on any countryside or terrain land hex, including a hex with a bridge. 
Note: Sandbags may not be placed on ocean hexes or fords as they are not considered land hexes for this 
purpose.


Q. On the Dig-In card, it says, "Issue an order to 4 Infantry units. The units improve their position by..." Since 
the card says the Infantry receive an order, does that mean they can move and fire in addition to placing 
sandbags?
A. No. They may only place the sandbags, no movement or combat.

Q. On the Dig-In card it states, place "available" sandbags. Does it mean only my color or any color sandbags?
A. The statement means that you are limited to the 12 sandbag pieces in the game. The color of the sandbag piece does not 
matter.

Q. If defense is not cumulative, what is the advantage of putting sandbags on a terrain hex that already provides -1 Battle Dice 
protection?
A. It allows the unit to ignore the first Flag.

Q. When a unit with sandbags in its hex leaves (moves or retreats) or is destroyed, are the sandbags removed?
A. Yes. The sandbags are removed immediately after the unit leaves the hex for any reason.

 » When a unit does not benefit from any protection for its terrain, the sandbags reduce the 
    number of Battle dice rolled by 1 when being attacked by Infantry or Armor.
 » If sandbags are placed on a hex with other terrain, battle dice terrain reductions and sandbag 
    battle dice reduction are not cumulative. 
 » Sandbags will allow a unit to ignore the first Flag rolled against it. Note: A unit may ignore 
    the first Flag rolled against it, each time it is being attacked.

Examples:
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Q. When playing with the Marine Corps Command Rules, does the Allied player get to heal two units with 
the Medics & Mechanics card?
A. Yes. The Allied player rolls dice for the first unit and then rolls dice for a second unit. If one or both units 
are healed, they can be ordered normally.

Q. How often will the FAQ document be updated?A. The frequency with which this document is updated will depend on how quickly new questions come up that require official clarification. I’ll be sure to alert everyone through the Memoir ’44 forum when a new version is available.
! » Jesse Rasmussen  〈Memoir ’44 Player - United States〉

Q. Does a Grenade roll mean that you can order Artillery, or is the only way to order Artillery to get a Star 
result?
A. Flag and Grenade rolls do not order any units when rolled for Their Finest Hour. A Star roll will order any 
unit and is the only way to order Artillery.

Q. After playing Their Finest Hour does the player draw before or after the deck and discard piles are 
shuffled together?
A. Shuffle the discards and deck together to form a new draw deck before drawing the new Command card.

Q. When an Airplane is ordered by a Their Finest Hour Command card, does it roll an additional die in 
battle?
A. Yes. The Airplane rolls 1 additional die in any Special action that involves dice rolled (Strafing and 
Kamikaze Attack). 

Q. Does Armor keep the additional die for an Armor Overrun attack?
A. Yes.

Q. If I am attacking four units that are adjacent (all Infantry) and roll 4 dice (Axis Air attack) and get 4 Infantry 
symbols, does that mean I have 4 hits per hex or 4 total hits to be used across the 4 hexes?
A. For Air Power, you would roll 1 die per hex, applying each result to that particular hex before rolling for 
the next hex. So if you rolled 1 Infantry symbol on each, you would remove 1 Infantry figure from each of the 
4 Infantry units you targeted.

Q. Can a Counter-Attack card be played against an Air Power card?
A. Yes.

Q. Is the Air Power card played exactly like the Air Sortie card if I am using Air Rules?
A. No. The Air Power card is an Air Sortie equivalent, so when you draw the Air Power card, it is placed in 
your hand instead of next to your card holder. 

Q. How many hexes can I target with the Air Power card?
A. You can target 4 or fewer. This means you can target 1, 2, 3, or 4 hexes.

Note: Questions about the Air Sortie card are answered in the Air Rules section of this FAQ, page 27.
AIR SORTIE

Q. What should I do if I have a question that isn’t answered in this FAQ Book or the Official Card Compendium?A. If you’ve checked both locations and couldn’t find an answer, post your new question on the Memoir ’44 Forum and see if other players can help with an answer. If nobody can help and the question needs official clarification, post it on the sticky thread “Official FAQ Book” and it can be added to a future version of the FAQ Book.! ! » Jesse Rasmussen  〈Memoir ’44 Player - United States〉


